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Concorde flight 4590 crashed in Gonesse, Paris, July 25, 2000.
The plane went down in flames almost immediately after taking
off, killing all 109 people on board and 4 others on the ground.

Monthly meeting
Guy ‘In the Sky’ Bartlett
Tuesday 23 November at 2pm
Ryarsh Village Hall only

Concorde - supersonic coverup?

A

n Air France Concorde crashed shortly after take off from Charles De Gaulle airport in July 2000. After an extensive
investigation the world was told the cause was a strip of metal which had fallen from a DC-10 and burst one of
Concorde's tyres. However, the truth is far more disturbing. Using official crash investigation reports a new theory

has emerged. This talk will explore what actually happened on that fateful day and why Concorde was really stopped from
flying in 2003. A new talk for 2021. This talk will make you re-think what you thought you knew...
Please note that due to technical difficulties we are unable to offer the option to view by Zoom this month.
Guy Bartlett, November Speaker

The Short view

I

hope that more and more of us have now had our covid
booster but we will continue to request that members

wear masks and to maintain social distance as far as possible at our face to face meetings. As you know from my

And as we will not have a newsletter in December l would
like to take this, early, opportunity to wish you all a Happy
Christmas and all the very best for the new year.
Chrys Short, Chair

emails that unfortunately we are not able to offer a zoom
link for the November meeting but the good news is that
we will be able to serve teas and coffees. We are still looking
how to best avoid a crowd of people in the kitchen so for
this meeting we will be using disposable but
recyclable cups. If any member would like to bring their own
cup that will be a real help. Our December meeting on the
14th is via zoom so this gives your committee time to work
out how best to take this forward.

Registered Charity No: 1161843

Malling District Newsletter
We do not publish a Newsletter in
December so the next issue will be in January.
Our thanks to all of you that contributed in 2021
and we look forward to your continued support in the
new year. The copy deadline for the next edition is
Friday 14 January 2022.
S Sangha, Editor
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Interest Groups roundup
number of Shakespeare's plays.
There was even some modern history, with a visit to Braithwaite House,
scene of the final arrest of the Kray
Twins in 1968, following a dawn raid by
Leonard 'Nipper' Read of the Yard!
The walk concluded with a group
lunch at the newly refurbished Geffrye

Charterhouse, a Carthusian
monastery in the 1300s

Discover London break 18 month hiatus

O

n Friday October 15th the Dis-

and would eventually become the fa-

cover London Group finally made

mous public school, St Luke's Church,

it back to London after an 18 month

now the permanent home of the LSO

Covid hiatus.

and John Wesley’s Chapel and house.

Ray and Carol Golland led an explo-

Also on our route were Bunhill Fields,

ration of the fascinating history that

the burial place of William Blake, Daniel

exists all along the ancient highway of

Defoe and John Bunyan; the Artillery

Old Street. Amongst the array of his-

Ground, site of the first-ever balloon

toric buildings visited were the extra-

ascent in 1784; the site of the recently

ordinary Charterhouse, which began as

discovered Curtain Theatre, which

a Carthusian monastery in the 1300s

hosted early performances of a

Museum of the Home.
Carole Lawrence, Convenor

Hammer time

T

he Croquet Group had an extended season this year finishing

at the end of October. This included a
lighthearted, all day, come and stay as
you please tournament which also included the Kings Hill U3A group. Play,
of course, continues throughout the
year for club members.
The U3A group will, once again, be
convened from May next year. Watch
this space ….
Carole Shepherd, Convenor

Between the pages
November suggestions for your winter reading:

Many Different Kinds of Love by Michael Rosen
The poet and former Children’s Laureate writes movingly and with humour about his experiences of
Covid-19. It comprises his thoughts, a diary kept by the nurses who cared for him while he spent 48
days in intensive care, a letter from a GP and much more.

Old Baggage by Lissa Evans
The central character of this novel, which is both funny and thought-provoking, is Mattie, a former
militant suffragette who finds a new role in the 1920s and ’30s encouraging young women to look
beyond traditional gender boundaries.

The Age of Kali by William Dalrymple
A collection of essays on places and people connected with the Indian subcontinent
including, among many other topics, caste, partition, globalisation, the Bhuttos, cricket …
If you have read a book, old or new, fiction or non-fiction, that you think others
would enjoy, please send me author and title and I will do my best to include it.
Valerie Willsher, Convenor Book Circle 1
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Tracey Crouch

Over 55’s Fair
M

alling u3a had a presence at the Tracey Crouch Over
55's Info Day. There was quite a lot of interest in the

u3a. It now remains to be seen whether that produces any
new members.
ON SONG: A very kind man called Joe spoke to us and said
he was willing to start a singing group. He was also willing to
start a Ukulele group. So if anyone is interested please get
in touch with me.
Anne Sargent, Vice Chair & Membership Secretary
FAIR MAIDENS
Tracy Crouch MP flanked by Malling u3a Committee members
Anne Sargent (left) and Christine Barrett right)

Walking into Grandmother's kitchen
at Christmas - a British Raj lifestyle

T

his talk centres around my fam-

sight into those unusual recipe names

Author "A Grandmother's Legacy"

ily's traditions at Christmas, how

which are alliterative with titles such as

Winner of Best in World Cookbook

the festive season was enjoyed

Ding Ding Fry and Rumble Tumble! We

World Gourmand Cookbook Society

by those who were living in a country

also get a good idea as to how they

which was part of the British Raj. My

entertained, and how their social cal-

family were very loyal to King and

endars were filled with tea dances,

country and were very much holding

balls and social evenings which started

on to British ways and habits however,

on Christmas Eve and went right

we explore and discover how enticed

through to twelfth night. We also gain

they were by those exotic ingredients

a fascinating insight into how a country

found in India, which with the help and

such as India has only 2% of Christians

December Zoom meeting

careful consideration of their native

living there but 100% of its population

cook, produced a different kind of cui-

join in and celebrate this festival with

sine. Through the pages of the old

their fellow man. This is a talk which is

Walking into Grandmother's
kitchen at Christmas - a British
Raj lifestyle

cookery book dating back to 1844, we

uplifting and inspiring to watch and

uncover family recipes which were so

hear.
Jenny Mallin, December Speaker

loved and enjoyed over five gener-

Extra Zoom meeting
We do not normally have a meeting in December but this year
popular speaker Jenny Mallin will
be regaling us with Christmas
tales of her illustrious family

2pm, Tuesday 14 December
via Zoom only

ations, which provide a fascinating in-
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Anne’s knee slappers

Funnies supplied

by Anne Sargent
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